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ABSTRACT
The automatic annotation of higher-level semantic information in
long-form video content is still a challenging task. The Deep Video
Understanding (DVU) Challenge aims at catalyzing progress in this
area by offering common data and tasks. In this paper, we present
our contribution to the 3rd DVU challenge. Our approach consists of
multiple information streams extracted from both the visual and the
audio modality. The streams can build on information generated by
previous streams to increase their semantic descriptiveness. Finally,
the output of all streams can be aggregated in order to produce a
graph representation of the input movie to represent the semantic
relationships between the relevant characters.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Evaluation of retrieval results; Video
search; • Computing methodologies→ Video summarization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While the means for the extraction of semantic information from
various forms of multimedia content has made rapid progress in
recent years, resulting in a multitude of methods capable of an-
notating isolated instances of semantic concepts, understanding
of long-form content remains a challenging task. The purpose of
the Deep Video Understanding Challenge is to offer a forum for
the advancement in this area. The goal of the challenge is to trans-
form long-form video into a graph representation that contains all
semantically relevant concepts, such as characters and locations
and accurately captures their relations as depicted in the film. In
this paper, we describe our participation to the third edition of this
challenge. Our pipeline tasked with the generation of this graph
uses an iterative multi-stream approach, building on the output of
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previous streams to increasingly generate more abstract semantic
information.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides a brief overview of approaches used in previous editions of
the challenge. Section 3 describes the pipeline used in our challenge
participation and provides some details on how the graphs are
constructed and the queries are processed. Section 4 then shows
some insights gained from the output of the pipeline and Section 5
discusses some identified limitations and open challenges. Finally,
Section 6 concludes.

2 RELATEDWORK
This section provides an overview of the approaches used in the
previous two iterations of the challenge from 2020 and 2021.

One of the methods introduced in 2020 in [2] is based on a multi-
modal approach, using a range of different information channels
for the prediction of semantic relationships between entities. These
channels include local and global visual feature descriptors, kinetic
action descriptors, as well as tonal and semantic features of the
spoken dialogue. The method first segments the input movie into
shots which are then aggregated into semantically coherent scenes.
It then maps the conversational discourses to interacting co-located
objects and fuses them with kinetic action embeddings in each
scene. From this, it generates a combined probability distribution
representation for interacting entities which is used to predict their
semantic relationship.

The approach in [3] also uses shot segmentation to generate a
series of information units to be analyzed individually. For each shot,
characters are detected using face identification and locations and
concepts are detected using a global visual descriptor. Every pair
of entities detected in a scene is assumed to have a relationship of
some sort. These individual relationships are then identified using
a series of hierarchical binary classifiers trained on a combination
of features extracted from the automatically transcribed dialogue.

The best performing method of 2020 [24] segments the input
video into semantic scenes directly and uses local visual descriptors
for location recognition and face and body tracking for person
identification in every scene. A combination of visual features of
the characters, and semantic and tonal speech features is then used
to predict the relations.

The approach introduced in [25] in 2021 uses a feature comprised
of six components for the classification of relations. For every scene,
it uses audio features and embeddings of the transcribed text as
well as embeddings of the space-time volumes of the entire scene,
the volumes occupied by the subject, and the object of the relation,
and the embedding of the bounding volume of these volumes.

The best performing approach of 2021 [1] departs from the com-
monalities of the previously discussed ones to some degree by
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taking inspiration from the natural language processing commu-
nity. They describe their method as “a zero-shot transfer-learning
model that infers and extracts information from free-form multi-
modal sources - text, sound, video, shot-splits, speaker-diarization, and
face-tracking to create a knowledge-graph using language modelling
questionnaire through slot-filling” [1]. They employ a multimodal
transformer that is pre-trained on large video captioning [17] and
video question answering [15] datasets. Relations between entities
are then obtained using corresponding text prompts.

3 PIPELINE DESIGN
The overall pipeline responsible for transforming the raw video
input into a semantic graph representation is comprised of several
streams, each of which is responsible for a specific aspect. The
streams can be grouped into two categories, depending on whether
they primarily rely on information coming from the visual or the
audio component of the video.

3.1 Visual Streams
All the visual streams use the frames of the video as their primary
input.

3.1.1 Shot Segmentation Stream. The first stream is concerned
with the temporal segmentation of the input video into a series of
shots. In our pipeline, we use SceneSeg [19] in order to detect the
boundaries of the shots within a video. The stream generates — for
every shot — a start and an end timestamp aswell as a representative
key-frame, to be used by other streams.

3.1.2 Face Identification Stream. We rely on face identification
to label each shot with the characters it shows. To this end, the
stream of key-frames generated by the shot segmentation stream is
analyzed using a freely available face detection and identification
framework [21, 22]. For every detected face, a feature vector is
generated that can be compared to anchor points generated from the
example images provided for every character with the dataset using
a simple kNN classifier. If the classification probability for a new
sample is sufficiently high, it is also added to the list of anchors for
the relevant character, thereby providing a more diverse reference
during the processing of a movie. The output of this stream is a list
of identified characters for every shot, together with the bounding
box coordinates for every detection.

3.1.3 Face Emotion Stream. Using the same framework as in the
face identification stream, we can also estimate the expressed emo-
tion in every face. The face emotion stream uses the detected faces
of the previous stream as an input and produces an emotion proba-
bility histogram for every face and shot. The emotion categories
consist of anger, disgust, fear, happiness, neutrality, sadness, and
surprise.

3.1.4 Action Recognition Stream. To get an indication of what is
happening within a shot, the action recognition stream uses a pub-
lic implementation [7] of a SlowFast [8] action recognition model
trained on the kinetics400 dataset [14]. The stream uses the seg-
mented shots as input and produces the three most likely detected
actions for each of them.

3.1.5 Location Identification Stream. In order to gain information
about the location at which a shot is set, the location identification
stream uses two parallel approaches in order to categorize the type
of location in general and to relate a shot to one of the known,
semantically relevant locations specifically. For the location cate-
gorization aspect, a ResNet18 [12] trained on the Places365 [26]
dataset is used and the three most likely location classes for every
shot are returned as an output. To detect the specific known loca-
tions, the stream uses the DELF [18] local interest point descriptor
in combination with random sample consensus [9].

3.2 Audio Streams
The audio streams primarily rely on the audio information of the
video and do not require any direct visual input.

3.2.1 Speaker Diarization Stream. The speaker diarization stream
aims to identify the audible speaker or speakers in every shot. It
uses the audio of each shot as an input and further segments it into
speech sequences of the same speaker. For each of these segments,
a feature vector is generated that can be used to re-identify a previ-
ously heard speaker [4]. Together with the information generated
by the face identification stream, these features can be associated
to known characters over time. The output of this stream is a se-
ries time intervals with an associated label during which a specific
speaker is speaking.

3.2.2 Speech Emotion Recognition Stream. For every sequence of
speech by one specific speaker, the speech emotion recognition
stream aims at categorizing the emotion of the voice into happy,
sad, angry, and neutral. To do this, it uses classifiers provided by
the SpeechBrain [20] framework. The output of this stream is an
emotion probability histogram for every time interval.

3.2.3 Speech Transcription Stream. Using the same SpeechBrain
framework, the speech transcription stream extracts the spoken
text for each time interval. The stream outputs the raw detected
text for each such interval.

3.2.4 Speech Sentiment Stream. Based on the previously transcribed
text, the speech sentiment stream estimates for every speech inter-
val if the content of what was said is rather positive or negative. It
uses a framework called TextBlob [16] to achieve this. The output
is a single number for every interval, estimating the positivity of
the content.

3.2.5 Character Mention Stream. The character mention stream
uses the transcribed text in order to identify in what intervals a
character mentions another. The output is then simply a list of
mentioned characters for every interval.

3.3 Relationship Classification
We combined the visual and audio information by temporally align-
ing the identified face labels with the those of the speaker diariza-
tion stream. Then, we chose the most frequent character for each
speaker diarization output to connect the visual, and the audio
information. In order to construct the graph from the information
generated by the various streams, we first identify the pairs of enti-
ties that have a relation out of all possible pairs of the given entities.
This is done with a random forest binary classifier that uses all
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stream information relevant for the two specific entities as an input.
If the classifier determines that the two entities are related, one
out of three secondary multi-class classifiers is used to predict the
specific relation. The three classifiers are specialized for person to
person, person to location, or person to concept relations, respec-
tively. For this relation classification process, a gradient boosted
decision tree [10] is used, based on the same information as the
previous binary random forest. All classifiers are trained exclusively
on the most recent version of the HLVU dataset [5] provided for
the challenge.

3.4 Query Processing
Based on the output of the various classifiers, we construct a graph
that not only contains the detected relations between the entities but
also their estimated probabilities. These probabilities can then be
used during query processing in order to rank all candidate relations
or paths that are assumed to be relevant for a given question.We use
the NetworkX [11] framework for graph construction and querying.

4 INSIGHTS
In the following, we discuss the insights gained from analysis of
the movie-level classifiers, the movie-level knowledge graphs, and
the scene-level classifier.

The person-to-person classifier predicted only three different rela-
tions out of 30 possible different person-to-person relations present
in the training set. Compared to the relationship distribution in all
the training movies, the amount of different relationships should
presumably have been higher. The high frequency of the ‘friend of’
relation can be explained by the fact, that this is the most common
relation in the training dataset. It appears 49 times while the second
most often appearing relation in the dataset are ‘acquaintance of’
and ‘parent of’. An overview is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Relation distribution for person-to-person relations
in test movies

relations frequency
friend of 110
parent of 4

acquaintance of 1

From 24 different person-to-location relations onwhichwe trained,
only two different relations appear in the set of predicted person-
to-location relations as shown in Table 2. The relation ‘socializes
at’ was also the most common person-to-location relation in the
training dataset. There are 140 examples for ‘socializes at’, while
the second relation, which was predicted from the classifier only
has 19 different entries in the training dataset.

Table 2: Relation distribution for person-to-location relations
in test movies

relations frequency
socializes at 182
residence of 32

We ran a basic analysis on the predicted knowledge graphs
from the test movies. Measurements such as number of different
relations, nodes, and edges inspected as well as the graph densities
were calculated, which can be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Knowledge graph analyses test movies

movie rels. nodes entities edges density
Calloused Hands 8 9 17 17 23.61%
Chained For Life 3 6 9 6 20%

Liberty Kid 4 9 15 15 20.83%
Like Me 4 8 9 12 21.43%

Little Rock 2 16 18 21 8.75%
Losing ground 3 12 15 13 9.84%

A comparison between the number of nodes and the number of
available entities showed that none of the knowledge graphs man-
aged to be complete as some entities are missing in all of knowledge
graphs. Some of the missing entities are animals as they were not
actively tracked in the pipeline. Another issue, which we found by
analyzing the knowledge graphs, are the missing locations. For the
movie Calloused Hands the pipeline misses 6 locations in the graph,
while for Chained For Life it misses 3 locations, and for Liberty Kid
it did not even manage to include one of the locations in the knowl-
edge graph. The mean graph density value from all training is 15.0%
and the median value is 12.5%. The highest density has a value of
36.67%, while the lowest density has a value of 5.3%. The densities
from the predicted knowledge graphs are all in the range of the
training movies, which could be a positive sign for the predicted
graphs.

Table 4: Analysis of top 10 scene-level interaction classifier

interactions frequency
socializes with 99

kisses 94
plays with 75
arrests 56
talks to 44
threatens 38

compliments 34
works with 32
rejects 29
bullies 25

The interaction training dataset contained 53 different interac-
tion and from the test dataset we were able to predict 40 different
interactions. We analyzed the ten most often predicted interac-
tions from the scene-level tasks and compared these labels to the
training dataset. Table 4 shows the details of the top 10 predicted
interactions. In comparison to the movie-level classifiers the most
often predicted interaction ‘socializes with’ was not the interaction,
which had the most entries in the interaction training dataset. It is
ranked only as the sixth often interaction from the training dataset.
The interaction appearing the most often in the training dataset
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is the interaction ‘talks to’. Therefore, we can assume, that the
interaction classifier is not affected by the irregularly distributed
interaction labels for the scenes.

5 LIMITATIONS AND OPEN CHALLENGES
In the following, we discuss several observed limitations of our
approach as well as some inherent in the challenge as such.

Availability of Training Data. While the multimedia and machine
learning communities have collected large amounts of multimodal
data for various purposes over recent years, the specific require-
ments of this challenge are such that little suitable training data is
available that fulfills all requirements. Outside of the comparatively
small HLVU dataset [5], parts of which serve as the test set for the
challenge and hence come without annotation, only few datasets
cover the semantic properties of long-form video. The most re-
lated alternatives are the MovieNet [13] and the MovieGraphs [23]
datasets, both providing semantic graph annotations for cinematic
content. The structure of these graphs is however sufficiently dif-
ferent from both the ones in the HLVU dataset as well as from each
other as to make them of limited use for this application.

Distribution Shift for pre-trained Models. Similar to other chal-
lenge participants, we use models for feature extraction that have
been trained on data with a different origin and, hence, gener-
ally different properties. Since the challenge dataset is composed
of professionally produced video content made for entertainment
purposes, it has a different look from visual data that has been
produced in a different context, such as for example ImageNet [6],
which serves as a training set for many neural networks used as
feature encoders. Also, given that no dataset of comparable size
with visual properties generally analogous to the challenge dataset
is currently available, it is not feasible to quantify the extent of the
influence of these differences.

Face Identification insufficient. In our current approach, we ex-
clusively rely on faces in order to identify characters in the movies.
This choice wasmostly made for sake of simplicity, since all relevant
characters in the challenge dataset are humans and the example
images given do prominently show their faces. There are how-
ever obvious limitations to that approach, since it requires these
conditions to be true, which is certainly not the case for all video.

Noise accumulates. Since in our multi-stream approach, infor-
mation generated in one stream can be used as input in another,
any noise introduced by any of the streams has the potential to be
amplified when moving through the entire pipeline. Similarly, in-
formation that has been missed by a stream will not be available for
any subsequent streams, impeding their performance. We have seen
this in Section 4 where some entities have not been detected. This
is a fundamental limitation of this iterative approach and cannot
easily be circumvented.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a multi-stream approach for extracting
higher level semantic information from long-form video. Streams
can build upon the information extracted in previous streams in
order to incrementally obtain more information. The output of the

streams can then be aggregated and using several classifiers be
transformed into a knowledge-graph representation of the input
video.
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